[Techniques and current practice of urodynamics. Problems and traps].
Development of urodynamics particularly during the past decade are highlighted, as well as a number of issues to be faced in the near future: research into the etiopathogenesis of different conditions, finding more sensitive and specific diagnostic procedures to overcome the current ones, establishing more comprehensive indications for urodynamics examinations and, as a result of all the above achieving greater improvement of certain surgical procedures. Both the technique and interpretation of the different urodynamic examinations, as well as the more recent innovations, implementation issues and controversies are detailed to a highly up-to-date level. Neuromodulation and ambulatory urodynamics deserve thoughtful consideration in this paper. Finally, attention is given to the controversies and future challenges such as urodynamic research providing accurate diagnosis of lower urinary tract obstruction in women, establishing the indication of urodynamic studies in women with urinary exertional incontinence, outlining the indications of neuromodulation and ambulatory urodynamics, applicability of artificial intelligence systems, improvement of artificial sphincter materials, tissue growth for bladder enlargement and actual prevention of myelodysplasia.